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Water movement in the firn of Storglaciaren, Sweden
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ABSTRACT. Thc hydraulic propcnies of the firu ou Storglaci~il"(,U. S\\Tdeu. \\ne
inn:st igated in [irn cores by \\ ater~,tablc measurements and plllupiug tests, The IIICIII den-
sit \ of the fi rn was 800 850 kg m', gi\i ng au effect i\(' porosi l: of (1,07:).T1Il' I()\I('] part or
th;' firn laYf'r was saturated with \\-aJer, l)roducing a maximum saturated lanT Or:l 111in
lateJuly. Hydraulic conducti\"ity ofthc firn dCjuikr \\as determined [i'om ]Jumping tl'Sts II'

be +.~I x ]()' m s I, Percolatiou \"docit\". calculated fi'omlhc time lag or maximal \\aln
input at the o-Iacier surface and thc wat~r-le\"C1 peaks, w'as 0.:25 m h I, 'Percolation \"c1ocit\,
increased O\~'r the ablation season, indicating a \\iclening of' lIll' pncolation palll\liI\S, .\
df'crease in percolation \'e1ocit\" with percolation depth \\as fimml. reflccting d(TIT;l.sing
pcrmeability. The firn-water table responded to \\'ater input at the glacier surLlCC \\it h a
deLi\" of about 3 clays. No diurnal \"ariations \\'CIT fiHlIld in an area \\"hich \I"as not inllu-
cncc'd by fast drain~lgc, indicating a difTusion of diurual \";triatiolls in melt \\atn produc-
tion. One borehole intersectcd a water-filled ez]\"it\, "'ateI' In"el iu this ca\it \ slImlTd
diurnal variations, which probably were causcd b\" diurnall: produced l11elt\latn \\it\TS
moving fast through englacial ('onduits.

INTRODUCTION

\\'atet' mO\elllent through the firnlayer ou glaciers plays au
important rolf', linking water input on a glacif'r snrfa('f' with
UUlput at the terminus. Tc:mporal water storage in firn and
snow is probably the main reason for the delay of runoff
from glacial drainage basins (Stenborg, 1(70). Thus, the
hydraulic properties of the firn layer are important for
calculating the \"olume of stored water in glaciers during
summer. In addition, knO\vledt.;f' of water flux through the
fint layer is required f()r modelling glacier hydraulics and
elyna m ics.

Ylcltwater fi-OIll the firn surface percolates through the
firn layer until it reaches impermeable glacier ice (Ambach
and others 1975,1978; Behrens and others 1977,1981: Schommer,
1977, 1979; Lang and others, 1979: Ambach and Eisner, 11)81;
Ckner and others, 1981; Oerter and J\;[oser. f982; Fountain,
1989: Sehneidf'r. 1994). A.water-saturated layer f()]'[ns abovf'
the fim,-iee transition similar to common groundwater
aquifers (Rothlisberger and Lang, 1987).

This study examines watf'r flux through thf' firn layer of
Storglaciaren, Swedf'n. Se\"eral holes, drilled in the accumu-
lation area, were used to measure water-table fluctuations
throughout the ablation season. Density of the firn layer
was obtained from two firn cores, and pumping tests were
carried out to determine the hydraulic conductivity of the
firn aquifer.

PHYSICAL SETTINGS

Storglaeiaren is a poly thermal \"alley glacier in northern
Sweden with an area of 3 km2 (Fig. 1; Jansson, 1(96). The
mean thickness of the glacier is 95 m and the maximum
thickness is 250 m (Eriksson and others, 1(93). Storglaciaren
has a perennial cold surface layer in the ablation area that is
20-60 m thick (Hooke and others, 1983; Holmlund and
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Eriksson. 1989:, This cold Imcr is practiczdh illlperllleabil'
to "'ater. so surfacc \\'ater in this part of the l',lacier can onh
clra in 1 h rough l1loulius or Cl'C\asses,

StenborgI9();'i. 19(i9. 19T\ pcr!<mned the first detailed
in\Tstigations of' the glacial h\clrolog\' or SlOrglaeiaren. He
shcl\\ecl that the accumulatiou area \\"as drailll,d mainh
through :\ordj;Jkk, "hereas S\Clj:lkk clraiunllhe main part
of the ablation area. Hf' fiJllnd a longitudinal di\isirJll of the
englacial drainage into t\I'O semi-lateral svstems. correspond-
ing to ;Hf'aS \\'ith north- and south-strikingobliquc Cl'C\i1sses,
The southern and northern hahes of' the glacier tongue
drained directly into SycljAkk and :\urdjz'lkk ,Fig, L respec-
ti\'Cly, while the centrf' of the tongue had no direct drainage
to the front. This anomalv could be eXplained I)\' introducing
a topographicz.d obstacle on the butto1l1 of the glacier. Salt
i[~f'ctions rn"ealed transit t iIlles of about 0,,)-1.5 hours in the
southern drainage s\'st(,1I1, \d1CreaS no salt [racer could he
detected in the northern system. The di\'ision of the drainage
system was later confirmed by an autoregressi\e modcl
which simulated water discharge of Storgla('iarcn during a
fine weather period ,:\ilsson and Sundb]ad, ]975). Ostling
and Hookf' (1986) studied the water storage in Storglaciaren,
According to their results, storage was built up during late
YIay to early June. Input and losses were more-or-less con-
stant from early summer to early August. From the end of
August to tbf' end of the ablation Sf'ason, water was rdf'asf'C]
from storage. Ostling and Hooke stated that water was first
stored in englacia] reservoi rs such as crevasses, snow and
fi rn, and later in the season (mid:July) was released into
subglacial cavities. They found that Nordj~Jkk transported
almost no sediment. They therdore assumed that Kordjakk
obtained water from the glacier surface and from the accu-
mulation area, while SydjAkk was fed by subglacial water
that was in contact with sediment at the glacier bed. These
assumptions WfTf' ('onfirmed later by mf'ans of dye-trace
studies. Dye injected in the lower ablation area was detected
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Fig. 1. Afap if Storglaciiiren and the investigation area. Borehole Cl was used as the pumping well during the jmmping tests. Pi
P14 were boreholesdrilled into thefirn lc£yerwith an electrothermal drill and were used as piezometers to measure water-table
fluctuations. The weather station was located at stake 16and discharge was measured at Nordjdkk.

FIRN CHARACTERISTICS

water-input peaks into the urn layer and corresponding
water-table peaks. A pumping test was carried out to deter-
mine hydraulic properties of the fim aquifer (PI-PI2, Cl in
Fig. 1).

The total volume of a urn sample, yt, can be divided into a
solid part, \1;;, and a pore part, Vp (Freeze and Cherry, 1979).
The porosity, n, of the fim sample is given by n = ~)/V;.
l:"nder saturated conditions all pores are completely filled
with water. Like the porosity of a soil sample (Freeze and
Cherry, 1979),the porosity of a fim sample, free of liquid
water. can be calculated as

(1)

(2)

n=1_Pt.
Ps .

The density of fim was determined by dividing the
weight of the fim sample by its volume. The liquid-water
content of the firn was not taken into account. This means
that the weight of the fim sample was the weight of the fim
plus the weight of the immovable water. Accordingly, poros-
ity calculated with Equation (1) is an estimate of effective
porosity. Kawashima and others (1993)found water content
in unsaturated fim to be 4- 8% of tota] fim volume. There-

where Pt is the density of the total urn sample and Ps is the
density of the solid part of the sample which consists of pure
ice. Due to capillary and adsorptive forces, immovable
water resides in unsaturated temperate urn in the same
way as in soils. The difference between total pore volume
and immovable water volume is the effective pore volume,
11;,. Accordingly, an efIective porosity, n", is deuned as

METHODS

only in Sycljiikk. A dye-tracer injected above the equi-
librium line passed an overdeepening situated below the in-
jection point through englacial rather than subglacial
conduits (Hooke and others, 1988). During a period of
35days, about 75% of the dye passed the sampling point in
Nordjiikk, indicating the division of the glacial drainage
system.. Maximum transit velocity was ~O.02m s I, but the
mean velocity was much less than this. Transit velocity in-
creased almost linearly with discharge, which was eXplaincd
by an increase in water pressure in the englaeial conduits,
combined with a decrease in effective sinuosity as discharge
increased (Seaberg and others, 1988). More detailed dye-
tracer experiments confirmed the division of the internal
drainage system of Storglaciaren (Kohler, 1992).}<l'omdye-
tracer tests, Hock and Hooke (1993) found the subglacial
drainage network to be a multi-branched arborescent net-
work of passages. Almost all investigations of the hydrology
of Storglaciaren were carried out in the ablation area.

The investigation site was a gently sloping (2.5°) area
located in the central part of the accumulation area ofStor-
glaciaren (~151Om a.s.!.) at the base of a slope descending
from the northern part of the accumulation area (Fig. 1).
Physical properties of firn were determined from two firn
cores (Cl and C2 in Fig. 1)which were drilled with an elec-
trothermal and a mechanical drill, respectively. vVater
movement in the firn layer was investigated by measuring
water-table fluctuations in boreholes. The holes, 3-5 cm in
diameter, were drilled with an electrothermal drill, reach-
ing a depth below the urn ice transition (PI- Pl4 in Fig. 1).
In these holeswater level was measured by means of pressure
transducers. Percolation velocity through the unsaturated
part of the fim layer was estimated from rainfi.dl-induced
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fore, differences in density bctwccn water and ice can be
neglectcd.

A 22.7m, 13cm diameter, corc (CI in Fig. 1) was drilled
with an electrothermal drill between 3 and 21July 1992.The
hole had a diameter of20 cm and was later used as a pump-
ing well during pumping tests. At 21.2m depth there was a
sharp transition between firn and ice. This was used as the
lowcr boundary of the firn aquifer. Unfortunately, some
parts of this core werc deformcd by the drilling and could
not bc uscd to determine density. Therefore, a second corc
(C2 in Fig. 1),17.7mlong, was drillcd mechanically on 5-6
Septcmbcr 1992,with a PICO (Polar Ice Coring Office, hir-
banks, Alaska) coring auger, giving a corc diameter of 7.5cm.
from this core the mean density of the um layer (5-16 m
below firn surface) was calculated to be 800 kg m-3

, and
850kg m-3 at the depth of thc watcr-sacurated layer (15mi.
The cffectivc porosity of the fim layer at the depth of the fim
aquifer was caleulated from dcnsity to bc 0.073 using
Equation (1) (Pt = 850 kg m-3; Ps = 917kg m-3 (Kell, 1967)).

10m /
FIRN-WATER LEVEL

Fig. 2. Equipotential map ofthefirn aquifer on Storglaciaren,
24 Jury 1992. The altitude of thefirw water table is given in
ma.s.!.

the maximum earlier in the summer, although water input
was relatively small (P9 in Fig.3).

Vallon and others (1976)found a rise of the firn-ice trans-
ition at the Vallee Blanche glacier, French Alps, of 3.5m al

.

They stated that the mean annual rise of thc fim-icc trans-
ition was equal to the vertical velocity of the um at the base
of the tim aquifer. Vertical velocity, 11Js, can be calculated as

where bn is the net mass balance, Us is the horizontal velocity
and a is thc surface slope (Hooke, 1998).Measurements of Us

near P9 gave a velocity of ~ 12m a -1. The mean net mass
balance (1988--92)at the same site was ~2.l m (unpublishcd
data from'Iarfala Research Station). With a surface slope of
2.5c, Ws could be calculated to be ~l.5 m a-I as a mean valuc
at P9. The rise of the firn-water table at the end of the
ablation period was of the same magnitude and was there-
fore probably caused by a rise of the fim-icc transition and
not by an increase of stored water.

Water level at PI4 and P9 showed similar fluctuations
until the end of July. From mid-August to the end of the
investigation period, thc water-level rise at Pl4 was smaller
then that at P9 (Fig. 3).A possible explanation is that lower
nct mass balance at Pl4 caused a smaller rise of the fim-ice
transition. Another reason could be that the area around
P14was drained more efficiently at the end than at thc start
of the ablation season. This is supported by thc fact that Pl4
intersectcd a water-fill cd cavity, which might have been con-
nected to an englacial drainage system. At the start of the
ablation season, this drainage system was not fully devel-
oped, drainage was inefficient and a thick water-saturatcd
layer was built up in the fim around this crevasse. During
summer, the drainage system became more efficient, morc
percolating meltwater could be discharged and the water-
saturated layer becamc thinner.

Diurnal fluctuations of thc firn-water level were
observed by Fountain (1989) on South Cascade Glacier,
Washington State, U.S.A., and Ambach and others (1978)
at Kesselwandfemer, Otztal Alps, but not by Schommer
(1977)on Ewigschneefdd, Swiss Alps, or Oerter and Moser
(1982) on Vemagtfemer, Otztal Alps. Fountain (1989)

In order to further investigate the fim aquifer, 12holes (PI -P12
in Fig. I) were drilled between 26 and 30June 1992,in a 30 m2

arca. The holes were 21-30 m deep and served as piczo-
meters to record the fluctuation of the firn-water table
during pumping tcsts. In addition, two holes were drilled
some 100m south of the pumping-test sitc (P13 and Pl4 in
Fig. 1).During the drilling of Pl4 the drill dropped from
18m depth to 32 m below the surface. Pl4 interscctcd an cn-
glacial cavity or former crevasse below the firn layer, which
was filled with water.

The water level in the boreholes was detcrmined manu-
ally with an electronic plumb at intervals of 1-5 days inJuly
and August 1992.10 investigate shorter time-scale fluctua-
tions and to obtain continuous records of water level, five
Druck PDCR830 pressurc transducers, connected to a
Campbell Scientific CRIO data logger, werc uscd. vVater
levels were recorded hourly and, during pumping tests,
every minutc. The pressure transducers and the electrical
plumb were accurate to ±1 cm. All water-level measure-
mcnts wcre made relative to the glacier surface at the site of
the borehole. These levels were later converted to altitude to
facilitate comparison. The temporal variations in surface
altitude due to ablation and accumulation were mcasured
at ablation stake 29 (Fig. 1).

The fim-water level on 22 July was used to draw an
equipotential map (Fig. 2). The hydraulic gradient in the
firn aquifer was determined from this map to be 0.1 (5r).
~1anual and automatic water-level measurements in bore-
holes yielded an almost continuous record from lateJune to
early September 1992 (Fig. 3).The fluctuation of the fim-
watcr table was delaycd comparcd with the fluctuation of
"vater input at the surface and discharge at the terminus of
thc glacier (Fig. 3).Proglacial discharge showed fast response
to water input, whereas thc firn-water tablc lagged dis-
charge peaks by ~3 days, due to percolation through the fim
layer. The lim aquifer reached its maximum thickness of
~5 m around lateJuly to early August. In mid-August, water
input into thc fim aquifer decrcased due to lack of rainfall. In
late August, high temperaturcs and a rainfall event caused
an incrcase of the firn-water level. At the pumping-test site,
the firn -watcr table reached a lcvel similar to that during
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Fig. 3. }'irn-water level, discharge and meteorological conditions, Storglaciiiren, 1992. The meteorological station was located at
stake 16; discharge was measured at Jlfordjdkk (Fig. 1). From 1 September, discharge was measured at Riinnan, a gauging station
1.5km downstream oJthe glacier terminus, and temperature (TT[cs) and jmcipitation (PT!cs) were measured at Tarftla Research
Station ( dashed line). P14 intersected a waterfilled cavity. Dots connected with a dashed line show manual meamrements.
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Fig. 4. Water-level fluctuations at two difftrent locations of
thefirn area on Sto~f;laciiiretz, 1992. Discharge was measured
at Nordjdkk, and meteorological data at stake 16 (Fig. 1).
From 1September, discharge was measured at Riinnan, a gau-
ging station 1.5km downstream if the glacier terminus, and
temperature at Tarfala Research Station (dashed line).
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eXplained diurnal variations of the firn-water on South
Cascade Glacier by diurnally generated meltwater, which
percolated through the firn layer. These meltwater waves
were not distorted, because of disintegration of ice layers in
the snowpack that otherwise would have retarded the flow.
An alternative explanation might be preferred percolation
pathways in the firn layer with higher permeability, and
thus higher percolation velocity (Wakahama, 1968; Foun-
tain, 1989).On Storglaeiaren there were diurnal variations
in PI4 but not in P9 (Fig. I). In contrast to the conditions on
South Cascade Glacier and Kesselwandferner, the firn-
water table at PH was probably connected to an englaeial
drainage system. The area around P9 was not influenced
by fast drainage, and no diurnal fluctuations were observed
during the investigation period. Thus, the diurnal signal
was distorted in the firn layer.The water level at PI4 showed
diurnal fluctuations at the end of August (Figs 3 and 4).
\Vhether there were similar fluctuations in PI4 at the start
of the ablation period is unknown as no continuous meas-
urements were carried out in PI4 before 15August. The fluc-
tuations had a magnitude of a few em and were steeper at
falling water level than at rising water level (Fig. 4).These
diurnal water-level fluctuations were probably caused by
variations in englaeial water pressure. The borehole inter-
sected a water pocket, which was connected to the englacial
drainage system. Meltwater was generated in diurnal cyeles
and drained fast through englacial conduits. \Vater-pressure
variations in the englacial system in the accumulation area
were probably caused by diurnal water input into crevasses
up-glacier ofPI4 (Fig. I).

Hooke (1991)andJansson (1996)reported similar water-
pressure fluctuations in boreholes in the ablation area of
Storglaciaren. These occurred mainly in the lower part of
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the ablation area, where water-pressure variations are
clearly governed by water input from diurnal surface run-
off input into moulins.

'Table1. Percolation lIelociry,v, calculated as the ratio of per-
colation depth, D, and the time difference between maximum
precipitation and maximum Jirn-water level

PERCOLATION VELOCITY

'hvo rainfall events vvereexamined morc closely to estimatc
vertical flow velocity through the fim layer (Fig. 5). High
precipitation accompanied by relatively high air tempcra-
ture caused distinct water pulses that percolated down to
the firn aquifer. Both events had a precipitation peak before
and after maximum temperature and caused one peak at
the firn-water table (Fig.5) due to the propagation ofper co-
lating water as a shock front (Colbeck, 1972).Pcrcolation
velocity was calculated as the ratio between the depth of
the firn-water table below surface and the time difference
bctween the precipitation and water-table peaks (Fig. 5;
Table I).The mean percolation velocity for each event was
calculated as the arithmctic mcan of velocities from the dif-
ferent precipitation peaks.

1.5-19 July

22-25 July

II-lean

D v l.'mcan

m h III h-I mh-1

P7 15.97 71..1 0.223
56.5 0.2W1 0.25:1

P9 16.79 90.0 0.187
75.0 0.22'1 0.205

P6 17.6.0 104.0 0.169
89.0 0.198 0.183

P7 1.534 54.8 0.280
40.8 0.37(i 0328

P9 16.12 67.0 0.241
53.0 0304 0.272

0.248

0.400.350.25 0.30

v(mh-1)

0.200.15

17

Fig. 6. Percolation lIelociryas aJunction ifpercolation depth.
]Votice the increase in percolation velociry as the ablation
season progresses. The bold line is mean percolation lIelociry
calculated as the arithmetic mean rif velocities obtained from
the different precipitation events (thin lines which define
shaded area).

16

15

'Table 2. Percolation veloci£y injirn and snow from different
inllestigations

v D Source

[[1 h-1
III

Snow 0.12 3.5 Sharp (19.51;
0.1 1 Krimmer! and others (1973)
0.25 2 Lang and others (1977)

Firn 0.12 :10 Vallon and others (1976")
0.35 25 Ambach and others (l978)
0.3 21 Ambach and others (1981)
0.17 20 Oener and :Yioser (1982)
0.33 15 This study
0.18 18 This study

Note: Mean percolation velocity is the arithmetic mean of the two velocities
calculated from the different events which caused one lim-water peak
(ct: Fig. 5).

.!Votes: v is percolation velocity; D is percolation depth.
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Fig. 5. Calculation if percolation veloci£yfrom precipitation
events and peaks infirn-water level. The time differences if
the first and second precipitation peaks if each ellent were
used to calculate different percolation times 6.t1 and 6.t2,

respectivefy· Precipitation, p, and temperature, T, were meas-
ured at stake 16. Together with percolation depth ( depth if the

Jirn Loater lellel below glacier surface), D, percolation
velociry was calculated (if 'Table 1). For location of P6, P7
and P9 see Figure 1.

There was a time lag of about 2-3 days betwecn the
maximum of the firn-water table and the maximum input
at the glacier surface. The mcan percolation velocity in the
upper 16m ofthc fim layer was 0.25m h-) (Table I).Thc per-
colation velocity of water through the fim layer of temper-
ate glaciers is 0.12-0.35 ill h-1 (Table 2). The results from
Storglaciaren relate well to this general pattern. The perco-
lation velocity was inversely proportional to percolation
depth (Fig. 6). Furthermore, all velocity values show an
increase as the melt season progressed. This indicates less
permeable firn early in the ablation season. As percolation
velocity increases with increasing porc size, it can be con-
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eluded that the fim pores became wider at the end of the
melt season .. Melting due to heat transfer trom warmer per-
colating water may have caused widening of firn pores.
Additionally, disintegration of ice lenses in the upper part
of the firn layer can cause an increase in percolation
velocity. In fact, the percolation velocity decreases with
increasing percolation depth, which indicates a decreasing
permeability with depth.

WATER MOVEMENT IN THE FIRN AQUIFER

A pumping test is a common method to determine hydro-
geological properties of a groundwater aquifer. \Vhen water
is pumped out of an aquifer, the water level around the
pumping well is lowered as a drawdown cone is formed.
The spatial and temporal changes of the water table depend
on the hydraulic properties of the storage medium, the phy-
sical properties of the fluid and the pumping rate. Today,
pumping tests under transient-flow conditions are most
common and there are several evaluation methods, all
based on Theis' (1935) theory, which are summarized by
Kruseman and de Ridder (1991). All the applied methods
for analyzing the pumping tests on Storglaciaren are based
on Theis' well function and arc describcd below. Theis used
an analogy to heat-flow theory to develop an analytical
solution of the drawdown during a pumping test in a con-
fined aquifer under non-steady-state flow conditions.

The equation of the spatial and temporal change of the
drawdown, 8(r, t), is

Q
8(r, t) = 47fT W(u), (4)

where r is the distance to the well, t is the time since start of
pumping, Q is the pumping rate and T is transmissivity,
defined as hydraulic conductivity, K, multiplied by the
thickness of the aquifer. The function W(u) is called Theis'
well function and is defined as

iDe 1
W(u) = _e-Il du

IJ u
u2 u3

= -0.5772 -In u + u - 2.2! + 3.3!··· (5)

r2S
U=--.

4Tt .

where S is the storage coefficient. Theis' well function is
listed in Kruseman and de Ridder (1991).By plotting W( u)
vs l/,u on a logarithmic scale, the so-called Theis-type
curve is obtained. The Theis-type curve is superimposed
on the drawdown curve (8 vs t), and a match point is
obtained graphically, consisting of paired values of vV (u)
and s. T is then calculated as:

T = QW(u) . (6)
47fs

According to Cooper and Jacob (1946), the sum of the
infinite series of the well function (Equation (5)) becomes
negligible for small u, so that

Q 2.:3Q 2.25Tt
8 = 47fT (-0.5772 - In u) or S = 47fT log ----:;:;:s' (7)

Since Q, r, T and 5' are constants, the drawdown, s, vs log t
should plot as a straight line. Thus, T can be calculated as

T = 2.3Q (8)
47f6.s '

Schneider: Tt-ater movement infirn if Storglaciiiren

where 6.s is the drawdown for one log cycle of t, i.e. the
slope of the straight line.

After shutting down the pump, water level in the well and
the piezometers will begin to rise. This rise is referred to as
residual drawdown, 8 " and is defined as the difference
between initial water table before pumping and the draw-
down at the time, t " which is the time since the shutdown
of the pump. s' during the recovery period can be calculated
using Equation (5) as

s'=~log.£. (9)
47fT t'

The transmissivity is obtained by

2.3Q
T=--,

47f6.s' .

w'here 6.8 ' is the recovery for one log cycle tit', i.e. the slope
of the straight line, obtained by plotting s vs log tit '.

Theis' well function describes drawdown in an ideal
aquifer. In reality, no natural aquifer is ideal. It is possible
to draw conclusions about the hydraulic properties of the
aquifer by comparing the shape of a drawdown with a type
curve. 1-!ethods to correct measured values are summarized
by Stober (1986). Those used in the analysis of the fim aqui-
fer on Storglaeiaren will be described below.

Theis' theory was developed for a confined porous aqui-
fer. In such aquifers the eross-sectional area is constant
during the pumping test since no dewatering occurs in the
aquifer. Under unconfined conditions, as in the firn aquifer,
the eross-sectional area changes. According to Dupuit's
assumptions (Thiem, 1906), drawdown, s, has to be reduced
to Sf' as

2S
Sr = S - 2H ' (11)

where H is aquifer thickness.
Theis assumed that the well had a small diameter, i.e.

water storage in the well can be neglected. The pumping
well on Storglaciaren had a diameter of 20 em. Thus water
was stored in the well, and at the start of a pumping test this
water was pumped instead of water from the aquifer. The
duration of well storage can be determined from the draw-
down curve or evaluated theoretically. According to Stober
(1986), the duration of well storage, tw, is calculated as:

r2

tw = 30; ,
where rw is the radius of the well and T is transmissivity.
vVith T = 2.4 X 1O-4m2 S-1 and rw = 0.1m, tw was cal-
eulated to be ~21 min. This means that only pumping tests
lasting longer than 21min gave reliable results. Three pump-
ing tests were performed, but due to the well storage only
one pumping test, on 30 July, could be analyzed.

Pumping tests in the firn area of Storglaci~iren were car-
ried out following the recommendations of Langguth and
Voigt (1980). All pumping tests were run under transient-
f10w conditions. The pumping well (el) reached pure gla-
cier ice, thus fully penetrating the fim aquifer. A Grundfos
SP2-A9 submersible pump was used for the pumping test. It
was placed at the bottom of the well, and pumping lasted for
the time required to empty the well. The water pumped was
released about 80 m down-glacier, which was sufficient not
to influence the pumping tests. The drawdown of the water
table was measured in the pumping well, CI, and in the
piezometer holes P9A, P9, P4 and P5 (Fig. I) by storing
I min averages of 5 s samplings on a data logger. \Vhenever
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Fig. 7. Drawdown in the pumping well Cl, Sf) and pumPing
rate, 2 during thepumping test on 30 Ju£y 1992. Variations in
pumping rate caused unreliable drawdown data in the pump-
ing well. Sf was reduced according to Dupuit's assumptions
(see text). t, time since start rifpumping.

C1

P9A

P9

P4

10000

tit'

Fig. .9. Semi-log Plot of draw down, Sy, lJS pumjling time, t,
during the pumping test on 30 July 1992. The slope rif the
straight part of the curves gives transmissivity according to
Equation (8) (Cooper and Jacob, 1946). Sy was reduced ac-
cording to Dujmit's assumptions (see text).
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necessary, the drawdown and recovery values were cor-
rected tor regional variations of thc water table during the
pumping test. The pumping rate was determined every
5 min by measuring the time to fill a calibrated 20 L bucket.
The pumping rate was within ±IO% of the mean pumping
rate during all the pumping tests (Fig. 7).

Transmissivity was determined from drawdown data
recorded by the piezometers P4, P9, P9A and the pumping
well Cl. Some of the piezometers, 3 and 7 m from the well
(P2, 3, 5, 8,10, II in Fig. 1),showed only a small drawdown.
The borcholes, 15m from the well (PI, 6, 7, 12),showed no
response to the pumping test at all. The drawdown and the
recovery in the well and the piezometers are shown in Fig-
ures 8-10. The pumping test gave a transmissivity of
2.4 x 10-1 m2 s-l. \Vith an aquifer thickness of about ,1.8m,
the hydraulic conductivity of the water-saturated fim layer
was calculated to be 4.9 x 10-5m s-1 (Table 3).The hydraulic
conductivity of the tim aquifer of temperate glaciers has a
magnitude of 1-5 x 10-5m s-1 (Table 4).

Fig. 8. Log-log plot qf drawdown, Sr, vs pumping time, t,
during the pumping test on 30 July 1992. The Theis-f'ype
curve was used.for the analysis rif these cumes. Sy was reduced
according to Dupuit's assumptions (see text).

100 1000
t (s)

10000 Fig. 10.Semi-log plot rif residual drawdown, s~, us tit' during
the pumping test on 30 July 1992. t, duration o/pumping; t',
time since shutdown qf pump. s~ was reduced according to
Dupuit', assumptions (see text). The slope rifthe straight part
rif the curves gives transmissivify according to Hquation (10)
( Theis, 1.935).
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7able 3. Resultsfrom the ana~ysis olthe pumPing test on Stor-
glacidren

potential map of the firn aquifer (Fig.2) to be 0.1.The pump-
ing tests yielded K = 4.91X IO-j m s-t. Va was calculated by
Equation (13) to be 3.3 x 10-5 m s-1 (= 0.12m h- \

Theis-type curve
draw down ( Fig. 8)

Cooper and}acob
drawdown ( Fig. 9)

Theis recovery
( Fig. 10)

K
\0-5 ms-1

CONCLUSIONS

\Vater flow through a water-saturated porous medium
followsDarcy's law:

Table 4. Hydraulic conductivity, K, oj Jim on temperate
glaciers

Note.c K is hydraulic conductivity. The mean value is calculated as the
arithmetic mean orall analyses. Drawdown and recovery curves for the
different analyses are shown in Figures 8·10.

* Variations in pumping rate caused unreliable drawdown data.
•• Drawdown was too small for analysis.

where Q is the flow rate, K is the hydraulic conductivity, A
is the cross-sectional area normal to the flow direction, and
e1h/ dl is the hydraulic gradient. The specific discharge or
filter velocity, v, is defined as the hydraulic conductivity
multiplicd by the hydraulic gradient. Filter velocity is not
the true velocity since the concept assumes that water flows
through the entirc cross-section. Average lincar velocity, Va,

is of more interest when studying transport processes as it
considers the actual flow volume. In a porous medium, Va

is given by

The firn~ice transition was found at about 21m below firn
surface. A water-saturated layer with a maximum thickness
of 5 m existed during the melt season above the firn-iC(~
transition. \Vater-table fluctuations were correlated to gen-
eral weather conditions with a time lag of about 3 days. This
time was required for water to move through the firn layer.

The percolation velocity of meltwater through the firn
layer increased during summer. This can be eXplained by a
widening of the pores by percolating meltwater and a disin-
tegration of ice lenses in the upper part of the firn layer
which delayed vertical movement at the start of the melt
season. Percolation velocity decreased with percolation
depth, indicating a decrease of permeability with depth.

Maximum water level in the firn aquifer occurred in late
July. A second maximum in late August was probably caused
by a rising firn-ice transition during the ablation season.
The firn-water table showed no diurnal fluctuations, indi-
cating that diurnally generated meltwater waves were dis-
torted. One borehole intersected a water-filled cavity. The
water level in this borehole showed diurnal fluctuations and
long-term fluctuations at the same time. The diurnal fluctu-
ations were caused by diurnally produced meltwater, which
moved quickly through the englacial system. Long-term
fluctuations were a result of water percolating slowly
through the firn layer.

It would be useful to determine the thickness and extent
of the firn aquifer across the whole accumulation area of
Storglaciaren. \Vith the results of such a study and the char-
acteristic parameters from this investigation, accurate cal-
culations of water storage in the accumulation area would
be possible. \Vater drainage from the firn layer of a temper-
ate glacier is a complex process, which depends on spatial
and temporal variations of the englacial drainage system.
More theoretical modelling is required to describe changes
in the efficiency of the englacial drainage system. Repeated
dye-tracing experimcnts through a whole ablation season
coupled to water-table and meteorological measurements
would provide a useful database to help expand the under-
standing of water flow out of the accumulation area of a
temperate glacier.
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